We consider a class of non-homogeneous, continuous, centered Gaussian random fields {X h (t), t ∈ M h ; 0 < h ≤ 1} where M h denotes a rescaled smooth manifold, i.e. M h = 1 h M, and study the limit behavior of the extreme values of these Gaussian random fields when h tends to zero, which means that the manifold is growing. Our main result can be thought of as a generalization of a classical result of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) , and also of results by Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) .
Introduction
Extreme value behavior of Gaussian processes is an important topic in probability theory and a crucial ingredient to many statistical inference procedures. See for instance Chernozhukov et al. (2014) for a very recent, general contribution to this topic. Here we are considering the extreme value behavior of Gaussian fields on manifolds, which plays an important role in statistical inference. In fact there is recent growing interest in the statistical literature in inference for manifolds such as integral curves (Koltchinskii et al., 2007) , ridges or filaments (Hall et al., 1992 , Genovese et al., 2012a , Chen et al., 2013 , 2014a , 2014b , Qiao and Polonik, 2015a ), level sets (or level curves) (Lindgren et al., 1995 , Cuevas et al., 2006 , Chen et al., 2015 , Qiao and Polonik, 2015b , or the boundaries of the support of a probability density function (Cuevas et al., 2004 , Biau et al., 2008 . In applications these objects correspond to various types of geometric objects in geoscience (fault lines), astronomy (cosmic web) or neuroscience (fibers).
The derivation of asymptotic distributional results for such types of geometric objects often poses interesting technical challenges. In the case of density ridges in R 2 , Qiao and Polonik (2015a) were able to derive such a distributional result for a smoothing based plug-in estimator. Note that density ridges in R 2 can be considered as curves indexed by a parameter, and the distributional result in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) is uniform over the parameter. Because of the pointwise asymptotic normality of the estimator and the uniform nature of the result, the extreme value behavior of a Gaussian process on growing (rescaled) manifold comes into play there. The corresponding result needed in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) is proved here. In fact we derive a much more general result, allowing for arbitrary dimension and more general non-stationarity.
Also in other statistical literature the construction of uniform confidence bands for a target quantity rely on the asymptotic excursion probability of Gaussian processes or fields on growing sets. See, for instance, Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) , Konakov and Piterbarg (1984) , Rio (1994) , Giné et al. (2003) , Sharpnack and Arias-Castro (2014) . In this literature, the goal becomes to find the excursion probability of Gaussian random processes or fields over growing sets in the form of
where X h for each h is a Gaussian process or field, and E is original set on which the estimation is constrained, and E/h = z : hz ∈ E and h ∈ R is a parameter. The quantities a h and b h need to be determined so that this limit is non-degenerate.
For instance, Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) derive the asymptotic distribution of the quantity sup x∈[0,1] | f n (x)−f (x)|, where f n is a kernel density estimator based on a sample of n independent observations from f . In this case, E is a compact set [0, 1] , and the parameter h is the bandwidth of the kernel density estimator, so that E/h = [0,
1 h ] which grows to the positive real line as h → 0. The case of a multivariate kernel density estimator was treated later in Rosenblatt (1976) , where E = [0, 1] d and thus E/h = [0, 1/h] d , growing to the positive quadrant for h → 0. The corresponding derivations rely heavily on an approximation of f n (x) − f (x), x ∈ [0, 1], by Gaussian processes. A similar idea underlies the derivations in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) . There, however, the processes in question are more complex. The set E is a certain manifold (ridge line) and a uniform nonparametric confidence region of E itself is of interest. It turns out that in order to achieve this, the main task is to find the limit of (1.1) with E a smooth manifold, and this type of problem is considered below in a general set-up.
From the perspective of probability literature, excursion probability of Gaussian processes and fields is a classical and important topic. For the case of E being an interval or a (hyper-) cube, the asymptotic distribution in (1.1) was studied in Pickands (1969a) , Berman (1982) , Leadbetter et al. (1983) , Seleznjev (1991) , Berman (1992) , Seleznjev (1996) , Hüsler (1999) , Hüsler et al. (2003) , Seleznjev (2006) , Tan et al. (2012), and Tan (2015) . In this literature the Hausdorff dimension of E is the same as the one of the ambient space for x.
Excursion probability for Gaussian random fields over some more general (but fixed) parameter set is a classical subject and widely studied, e.g. Adler (2000) , Adler and Taylor (2007) , Azaïs and Wschebor (2009) . In particular, in Piterbarg (1996) , Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) , and Piterbarg and Stamatovich (2001) excursion probabilities of Gaussian random fields over fixed manifolds can be found. In a recent work the excursion probability of Gaussian fields with some (local) isotropic properties indexed on a manifold is revisited in Cheng (2015) . This paper is deriving a result of type (1.1), where the underlying process {X h (t), t ∈ M h ; 0 < h ≤ 1} is a non-homogeneous, continuous, centered Gaussian random field, and M h denotes a rescaled smooth, compact manifold. Our main result can be considered as a generalization of the classical Bickel and Rosenblatt result discussed above, as well as of a result by Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) who considered a fixed manifold. Our proof combines ideas from both Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) and Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) .
The detailed set-up is as follows. Let r, n ∈ Z + with n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ r < n. Let H 1 ⊂ R n be a compact set and M 1 ⊂ H 1 be a r-dimensional Riemannian manifold with "bounded curvature", the explicit meaning of which will be made clear later. For 0 < h ≤ 1 let H h := {t : ht ∈ H 1 } and
denote a class of non-homogeneous, continuous, centered Gaussian fields indexed by M h , 0 < h ≤ 1. Our goal is to derive conditions assuring that for each z > 0 we can construct θ h (z) with
Main Result
First we define the notion of local stationarity used here. The first definition can be found in Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) , for instance.
Definition 2.1 (Local (α, D t )-stationarity). A non-homogeneous random field X(t), t ∈ S ⊂ R n is locally (α, D t )-stationary, if the covariance function r(t 1 , t 2 ) of X(t) satisfies the following property. For any s ∈ S there exists a non-degenerate matrix D s such that for any > 0 there exists a positive δ( ) with
Observe that this definition in particular says that Var(X(t)) = 1 for all t. Since here we are considering random fields indexed by h and study their behavior as h → 0, we will need local (α, D t )-stationarity to hold in a certain sense uniformly in h. The following definition makes this precise.
Consider a class of non-homogeneous random fields X h (t), t ∈ S h ⊂ R n indexed by h ∈ H where H is an index set. We say X h (t) is locally equi-(α, D h t )-stationary, if the covariance function r h (t 1 , t 2 ) of X h (t) satisfies the following property. For any s ∈ S h there exists a non-degenerate matrix D h s such that for any > 0 there exists a positive δ( ) independent of h such that
An example for such a class of Gaussian random fields (with n = α = 2) is provided by the fields introduced in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) -see (2.5) below.
We also need the concept of a condition number of a manifold (see also Genovese et al., 2012b) . indexed by a parameter h as h → 0. As indicated above, our result generalizes Theorem 4.1 in Piterbarg and Stamatovich (2001) and Theorem A1 in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) .
For an n × r matrix G we denote by G 2 r the sum of squares of all minors of order r, and H r α denotes the generalized Pickands constant (see section 4 for a definition). At each u ∈ M let T u M denote the tangent space at u to M and let T ⊥ u M be the normal space, which is a n − r dimensional hyperplane.
Theorem 2.1. Let H 1 ⊂ R n be a compact set and
, where all the components of D 0 t * are continuous and uniformly bounded in t * ∈ H 1 . Further assume the existence of positive constants C and C such that
For any δ > 0, define
where r h is the covariance function of X h (t). Suppose for any δ > 0, there exists a positive number η such that
In addition, assume that there exist a function v(·) and a value δ 0 > 0 such that for any δ > δ 0
where v is a monotonically decreasing function with v(
4)
where M 1 s is a n × r matrix with orthonormal columns spanning T s M 1 . Then
Remarks.
1. Note that with (2.1), local equi-(α, D h t )-stationarity is equivalent to
uniformly for t 1 , t 2 ∈ H h and uniformly in h.
2. An example of a function v(δ) satisfying the properties of v(u) required in the theorem is given by v(δ) = log(δ) −β for β > 0.
3. Qiao and Polonik (2015a) use a special case of the above theorem. In that paper a 1-dimensional growing manifold M h embedded in R 2 was considered. The Gaussian random field of interest there is
where W is a 2-dimensional Wiener process, A 1 : R 2 → R 3 and a 1 : R 2 → R are smooth functions, K : R 2 → R is a smooth kernel density function with the unit ball in R 2 as its support, and d 2 is an operator such that
It is shown in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) that the assumptions formulated in that paper insure that the processes U h (x) satisfy the assumptions of our main theorem in the special case of r = 1, n = 2, α = 2, and Q(δ) = 0 for δ > δ 0 . This in particular means that the function v(δ) = log(δ) −β for β > 0 works in this case. The fact that this special function Q(δ) can be used there follows from the assumption that the support of K (and its second order partial derivatives) is bounded. This implies that the covariances of U h (x 1 ) and U h (x 2 ) become zero once the distance x 1 − x 2 exceeds a certain threshold. The derivation of the corresponding matrices D s can also be found in Qiao and Polonik (2015a) .
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The following notation and definitions are used below. Given a set U and a metric d U on U , a set S ⊂ U is an -net if for any u ∈ U , we have inf s∈S d U (s, u) ≤ and for any s, t ∈ S,
The proof is constructing various approximations to sup t∈M h |X h (t)| that will facilitate the control of the probability P(sup t∈M h |X h (t)| ≤ θ). Essentially the process X h (t) on the manifold is linearized by first approximating the manifold locally via tangent planes, and then defining an approximating process on these tangent planes. This idea underlying the proof is typical for deriving extreme value results for such processes (e.g. see Hüsler et al. 2003 ). We begin with some preparations thereby outlining the main ideas of the proof.
(i) Partitioning M h : We partition the manifold M h as follows. Suppose that V r (M 1 ) = so that V r (M h ) = /h r . For a fixed * < , there exists an * -net on M h with respect to geodesic distance with cardinality of O((h * ) −r ). A Delaunay triangulation using the * -net results in a partition of
The construction is such that max k=1,...,m h V r (J k,m h ), the norm of this partition, is O( * r ), uniformly in h. It is known that for any r ∈ Z + with r < n (and for * small enough) such an * -net and a Delaunay triangulation exist for compact Riemannian manifolds (see e.g. de Laat 2011). (In the case of r = 1, the construction just described simply amounts to choosing all the O(1/h * ) many sets J k,m h as pieces on the curve M h , which has length at most * .) One should point out that while * has to be chosen sufficiently small, it is a constant not depending on h. In particular this means that it does not tend to zero in this work.
(ii) 'Small blocks -large blocks' approach: For sufficiently small δ > 0, let M −δ h ⊂ M h be the δ-enlarged neighborhood (using geodesic distance) of the union of the boundaries of all J k,m h . The minus sign in the superscript indicates that this (small) piece will be 'cut out' in the below construction. We obtain J δ Let B h (A) = {sup t∈A |X h (t)| ≥ θ} and as a shorthand notation we use p h (A) = P(B h (A)).
). Even though the volume of
) turns out to be of the order O(δ). Thus we have to choose δ small enough. 
} be a cover of this piece constructed using the same Delaunay triangulation technique as above, but of course based on a smaller mesh. As above, by controlling the mesh size, we can control the norm of the partition uniformly over h, because of the uniform boundedness of the curvatures of the manifolds M h .
The probabilities p h (J δ k,m h ) are approximated by the sum of the probabilities p h (S h i ), with S h i the cover of J δ k,m h introduced above. It will turn out that the approximation error can be bounded by a double sum, using Bonferroni inequality. To show this double sum is negligible compared with the sum, we have to make sure the volume of S h i is not too small, as long as S h i is sufficiently small. The double sum will be small if h is small. It turns out that p h (J δ k,m h ) essentially behaves like the tail of a normal distribution.
(iv) Projection into tangent space of refined partition: We approximate the small pieces S h i on the manifold byS h i , the projection onto the tangent space and correspondingly approximate the probabilities p h (S h i ) by the corresponding probabilities of a transformed field overS h i . More precisely, we choose some point s h i on S h i (J) and orthogonally project S h i (J) onto the tangent space of M h at the point s h i . We denote the mapping by P s h i (·) or simply P s i (·) and we let
, which, as indicated above are Jordan measurable by construction. The error generated from the approximation is controlled by choosing the norm of the partitions given by the S h i to be sufficiently small.
In the following, if J is explicitly indicated in the context, then we often drop J in the notation and simply write S h i instead of S h i (J). For simplicity and generic discussion, we sometimes also omit the index i of s h i , S h i andS h i . (v) Discretizing the projection into the tangent space: The probabilities p h (S h i ) of the sets S h i introduced in the previous step are approximated by replacing the probability of the supremum in p h (S h i ) by a maximum over a collection of 'dense grid' onS h i . The accuracy of the approximation is controlled by choosing both γ and h sufficiently small. The construction of the dense grid is as follows: Let {M j s h : j = 1, · · · , r} be linearly independent orthonormal vectors spanning the tangent space of M h at the point s h , and let M h s denote the n × r matrix with M j s h as columns. For a given γ consider the (discrete) setΓ γθ −2/α (S h ) := {u :
, which is a subset of S h . Note that the geodesic distance between any two adjacent points in Γ γθ −2/α (S h ) is still of the order O(γθ −2/α ), again due to the assumed uniformly positive condition number of the manifolds M h .
The collection of all sets of dense points in Γ γθ −2/α (S h ) results in a set T δ h of dense points in
. It will turn out that the probability 1
be approximated by assuming the events
To make sure this approximation is valid, δ may be not too small and γ may be not too small compared with h.
Putting everything together will then complete the proof.
Details of the proof. We now present the details by using the notation introduced above. We split the proof into different parts in order to provide more structure. Note that the parts do not really follow the logical steps outlined above. . To this end we will utilize the projections S h i of S h i onto the tangent space (see (iv)) as well as the approximation ofS h i by a set of dense points introduced in (v).
Part 1. Recall the definition of the refined partition {S
The various asymptotic approximations in this step are similar to those in the proof of Theorem 1 in Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) , but here we consider them in the uniform sense. As indicated above, the uniform boundedness of the curvature of M h can be guaranteed due to the boundedness of the curvature (positive condition number) of M 1 . For any 1 > 0, there exists a constant δ 1 > 0 (not depending on h) such that if the volumes of all
) are less than δ 1 , then we have
where V r (·) is the r-dimensional Hausdorff measure. OnS h we consider the Gaussian field defined asX
Due to local equi-(α, D h t )-stationarity of X h (t), for any 2 > 0, the covariance functionr h (t 1 ,t 2 ) of the fieldX h (t) satisfies
for all t 1 , t 2 ∈S h , if the volume of S h is less than a certain threshold δ 2 , which only depends on 2 . By possibly decreasing δ 2 further we also have
for allt 1 ,t 2 ∈S h . Note that this inequality holds uniformly over allS h under consideration, due to the curvature being bounded on M h .
OnS h we introduce two homogeneous Gaussian fields X + h (t), X − h (t) such that their covariance functions satisfy
as t 1 −t 2 → 0. Thus if the volumes of all S h under consideration are sufficiently small then
holds for allt 1 ,t 2 ∈S h . This can be achieved by possibly adjusting δ 2 from above. Slepian's inequality in Lemma 4.2 implies that
and that
as τ 1 − τ 2 → 0. An application of Lemma 4.5 gives that for any 3 > 0 and θ large enough
Similarly, by defining
Combining (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain for V r (S h ) small enough and θ large enough that for any > 0
and since Lemma 4.1 says that
This in fact holds for any S h = S h i . We now want to add over i. To this end observe that
) is a Riemann sum, namely, for any > 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that for max i=1,··· ,N h V r (S h i ) < δ, we have for h sufficiently small that
The selection of δ only depends on , and the uniformity comes from the fact that as h → 0,
for any t 1 and t 2 and that D 0 t * is continuous in t * ∈ H 1 .
It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that for any > 0 and γ, sup 0<h≤1 max i=1,··· ,N h V r (S h i ) sufficiently small and θ large enough
Since the distribution of X h is symmetric, we also have
We emphasize that these inequalities hold when the norm of the partition is below a certain threshold that is independent of the choice of h.
Following a similar procedure as above we see that (3.7) and (3.8) continue to hold (for h and max i=1,··· ,N h V r (S h i ) sufficiently small and θ large enough) if max t∈Γ γθ −2/α (S h i ) X h (t) in (3.7) is replaced by sup t∈S h i X h (t), and similarly,
)), these inequalities continue to hold. In particular for J k,m h we obtain
where the o(1)-term is uniform in 1 ≤ k ≤ m h as θ → ∞.
Part 2. Here we show that k≤m
Again we will use the various approximations introduced at the beginning of the proof.
Let {S h i : i = 1, · · · , N h } denote the partition of J k,m h constructed in (iii). This partition consists of closed non-overlapping subsets, i.e. their interiors are disjoint. Let further
Then obviously,
We now use
and we want to show that the double sum on the left-hand side is negligible as compared to the sum, so that we essentially have upper and lower bounds for P
To see this, first observe that it follows from (3.9) that for max i=1,··· ,N h V r (S h i ) small enough we have as θ → ∞ that
We thus want to show that 1≤i<j≤N h P(B i ∩ B j ) = o(θ 2r/α Ψ(θ)) as θ → ∞. The proof for a fixed manifold (i.e. h fixed) can be found in the last part of Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) . Our proof for the more general case (uniformly in h) is following a similar procedure. It will turn out that we obtain the desired result if the norm of the partition given by the S h i can be chosen arbitrarily small, uniformly in h. It has been discussed at the beginning of the proof that this is in fact the case. Let U = {(i, j) : B i and B j are adjacent} and V = {(i, j) : B i and B j are not adjacent}, where non-adjacent means that their boundaries do not touch. Note that
In what follows we discuss the two sums on the right hand side of (3.11). First we consider the case that S h i , S h j ∈ U are adjacent, i.e. (i, j) ∈ U . The developments in Part 1 are here applied to S h i , S h j and S h i ∪ S h j , respectively. We choose the points where the tangent spaces are placed to be the same for S h i , S h j and S h i ∪ S h j , i.e., we choose this point to lie on the boundary of both S h i and S h j . Simply denote this point as s. Then, by using the results from Part 1, for any > 0, when max (i,j)∈U V r (S h i ∪ S h j ) is small enough and θ is large enough, then the bounds obtained as in Part 1 result in
The sum of the right hand side of the above inequalities over (i, j) ∈ U again is a Riemann sum that approximates an integral over J k,m h . Since lim h→0,ht=t * D h t = D 0 t * uniformly in t * ∈ H 1 , and since the components of D 0 t * are continuous and bounded in t * ∈ H 1 , there exists a finite real c > 0 such that
(3.12)
Hence as max 1≤i≤N h V r (S h i ) → 0 and θ → ∞, and noting that > 0 is arbitrary, we have
Next we proceed to consider the case that (i, j) ∈ V , i.e. S h i , S h j are not adjacent on J k,m h . To find a upper bound for P(B i ∩ B j ), first notice that
In order to further estimate this probability we will use the following Borel theorem from Belyaev and Piterbarg (1972) .
Theorem 3.1. Let {X(t), t ∈ T } be a real separable Gaussian process indexed by an arbitrary parameter set T , let
and let the real number b be such that
There exists a constant ζ 1 > 0 such that
i.e., the distance between any two nonadjacent elements of the partition exceeds ζ 1 uniformly in h ∈ (0, 1]. This is due to the fact that the curvatures of the manifolds M h is (uniformly) bounded, and that V r (S h j ) is bounded away from zero uniformly in j and h. See Lemma 3 of Genovese et al. (2012) for more details underlying this argument. The latter also implies that we can find a number N 0 > 0 such that N h , the number of sets S i , satisfies N h < N 0 for all h. Assumption (2.2) implies that
r h (t, s) < 1.
We want to apply the above Borel theorem to X h (t) + X h (s) with t ∈ S h i and s ∈ S h j and (i, j) ∈ V . To this end observe that
Next we show that there is a constant b such that P sup t∈S h
for h sufficiently small. Note that P sup
All the arguments in Part 1 hold uniformly in h as long as θ is large enough. In other words, the conclusions there can be restated by replacing θ with x where x → ∞. For instance, for any > 0 we can choose max 1≤i≤N h V r (S h i ) small enough such that
holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m h and x > x 0 . Hence, since x 2r/α Ψ(x) → 0 as x → ∞, we can find b such that P(sup t∈J k,m h X h (t) > b/2) < 1/2 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m h when max 1≤i≤N h V r (S h i ) is sufficiently small. The above Borel inequality now gives (for large enough θ) that P sup
Since the total number of elements in the sum in (3.11) is bounded by N 2 h , it follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that uniformly in k (recall that the B i depend on k)
as θ → ∞ by using the well-known fact that lim u→∞Φ
Ψ(u) = 1 (see Cramér, 1951 , page 374).
Considering (3.10), (3.11), (3.13) and (3.16) and their respective conditions, we have 17) where the o(1)-term is uniform in k.
Combining (3.9) and (3.17), we have for sup
Part 3. Note that from the expression of θ in (2.4) we have for any fixed z
, and using (3.19) we obtain for h small enough that
Here c is from (3.12). Similarly, (and again uniformly in k) we have 0
Collecting what we have we get that uniformly in 0
Part 4. Here we show that replacing ∪ k≤m h J δ k,m h by the dense 'grid' T δ h (see (v)) leads to a negligible error in the corresponding extreme value probabilities.
We write
) and the 'mesh size' of the curvilinear mesh on M h is O( θ 2/α γ r ), due to the construction of the triangulation and the uniformly bounded curvature on the manifolds M h .
With (3.7), (3.12) and (3.19), we have
uniformly in k as h → 0. Note that here and below we for brevity omit to indicate that the maxima (or minima, respectively) run over j = 1, . . . , N * n (i.e. over all t j ∈ T δ h ). It follows that as h → 0
(3.23)
It follows from (3.7) and its version with the max over the discrete set replaced by the sup over t ∈ S h i (see discussion given below (3.8)), that for any > 0 there exists thresholds for h, γ and the norm of partitions, such that
provided h, γ and the norm of partitions are smaller then their respective thresholds. Similarly, (3.8) and its corresponding 'continuous' version imply that for h and γ smaller than their respective thresholds indicated in Part 1, we have
Consequently, if h and γ and max
) are small enough, we have
To see the order of the upper bound in (3.24), by the dominated convergence theorem (and using our assumption on the behavior of D h s ) we have
As a result of (3.19) and (3.25), we can write for max 1≤k≤m h V r (J δ k,m h
) small enough that 27) as γ, h → 0.
Part 5. Here we find an upper bound for the difference (3.28) This step uses similar ideas as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in Berman (1971) .
Define a probability measureP such that for any
i.e., underP the vectors (X h (t i ) :
) independent for k = k . By Lemma 4.6, the difference in (3.28) can be bounded by uniformly in t i ∈ J δ k,m h and t j ∈ J δ k ,m h with k = k and 0 < h ≤ 1.
Let ω be an arbitrary number satisfying 0 < ω < 2 (1 + η) − 1.
We take γ = v(h −1 ) 1/3r in what follows and divide the triple sum in (3.29) into two parts: In one part the indices i, j are constrained such that t i − t j < (N * h ) ω/r γθ −2/α and for the other part the indices take the remaining values. In the first part, the number of summands in the triple sum is of the order O((N * h ) ω+1 ), because there is a total of O(N * h ) points and for each of this points we have to consider at most O((N * h ) ω ) pairs. Taking (3.30) into account, we get the order of the sum in the first part of (3.29)
, which tends to zero as h approaches zero.
Then we consider the second part of (3.29) with t i − t j ≥ (N * h ) ω/r γθ −2/α . Noticing (1 + |r h (t i , t j )|) −1 ≥ 1 − |r h (t i , t j )| and (3.30), we can have the following bound for the second part of (3.29):
By (2.3) and the fact that θ 2 = O(log h −1 ), we have that
When h is sufficiently small we have
(3.33) Therefore, due to (2.3), (3.32) is of the order
Now we have proved (3.29) tends to zero as h goes to zero. So we have with this choice of γ that as h → 0 P max 34) where δ > 0 is fixed small enough. 
This completes our proof by using (3.19), (3.25).
Miscellaneous
In this section we collect some miscellaneous results and definitions that are needed in the above proof. We present them in a separate section in order to not interrupt the flow of the above proof.
Definition of generalized Pickands constant (following Piterbarg and Stamatovich, 2001 ). For 0 < α ≤ 2, let χ α (t) be a continuous Gaussian field with Eχ α (t) = − t α and Cov(χ α (t), χ α (s)) = t α + s α − t−s α where s, t ∈ R n . The existence of such a field χ α (t) follows from Mikhaleva and Piterbarg (1997) .
let H r X (t, t) ≡ r Y (t, t), t ∈ T r X (s, t) ≤ r Y (s, t), t, s ∈ T, then for any x P sup t∈T X t < x ≤ P sup t∈T Y t < x .
We also need this result from Piterbarg (1996) . Recall that Ψ is defined at the beginning of section 3.
Lemma 4.3. (Lemma 6.1 of Piterbarg, 1996) Let X(t) be a continuous homogeneous Gaussian field where t ∈ R n with expected value EX(t) = 0 and covariance function r(t) satisfying r(t) = E(X(t + s)X(s)) = 1 − t α + o( t α ).
Then for any compact set T ⊂ R n P sup t∈u −2/α T X(t) > u = Ψ(u)H α (T )(1 + o(1)) as u → ∞.
The next result follows immediately.
Corollary 4.1. Let X(t) be as in Lemma 4.3. Let M k ∈ R n , k = 1, · · · , n be a basis of R n , l ∈ Z + and γ > 0. We have with C r (l, 1) as defined on page 2 that Remark. This is also a simple extension of Lemma A1 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) . The next lemma is an extension of Lemma A3 in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973a) , Lemma 3 and and Lemma 5 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973b) and Lemma 2.5 in Pickands (1969) . Its proof is also adapted from the three sources.
Lemma 4.5. Let X(t) be a centered homogeneous Gaussian field on R n with covariance function r(t) = E(X(t + s)X(s)) = 1 − t α + o( t α ).
Let T be a Jordan measurable set imbedded in a r-dimensional linear space with V r (T ) = λ < ∞. For γ, x > 0 let G(T , γ, x) be a collection of points defining a mesh contained in T with mesh size γx −2/α . Assume ξ( t ) := inf 0< s ≤ t s −α (1 − r(s))/2 > 0 for t small enough. Proof. The results in Lemma 3 and and Lemma 5 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973b) are similar but they are only given for two-dimensional squares. It is straightforward to generalized them to hyperrectangles and further to Jordan measurable sets. Let Σ 1 = {r ij }, Σ 2 = {s ij } be N × N nonnegative semi-definite matrices with r ii = s ii = 1 for all i. Let X = (X 1 , · · · , X N ) be a mean 0 Gaussian vector with covariance matrix Σ 1 under probability measure P Σ 1 or Σ 2 under P Σ 2 . Let u 1 , · · · , u N be nonnegative numbers and u = min j u j . Then
i,j r ij s ij φ(u, u, λ)dλ .
